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Abaddon is a name for Satan, Lord of the Dark Legion. He has a Demonic Army of fallen angelics. 

Abdiel is an Angel of the Order of Faith. A mortal resident of Gilead. He remains faithful to Elyon, Source Creator, in the Luciferian Rebellion. 

Abyzou is a female serpent. She is a water demon who claims primarily children out of envy at her inferitlity.

Abezethibou is a demon and fallen angelic. After his treason, he was left with one red wing. 

(AC) Aleister Crowley worked with the Malevolent Aliens (MA). His initial alien contact was in Egypt. Crowley was a high White 
Magician that was lured by the promise of power and curiosity. He was scribed and implanted with the sacred text of Thelema (will). 
He initiated the Black Sun Program. AC and his wife, Rose, opened and closed stargate portals. He hijacked the Guardian 
grids, superimposing phantom grids. Crowley had Rose committed to an insane asyllum in 1911, two years after their divorce. 

Achamoth is the destruction of the planet Tiamat. The Christos-Sophia’s (CS) essence became trapped within the Phantom Matrix and 
material realms of creation. Her fallen body parts (Achamoth) were used to impregnate her with grotesque creations, such as the Ar-
chon parasites for the use of Fallen Angelics and the Watchers or Gregori.

Adamic/Evadamic are the first humans. They are descendants of Adam/Eve. They resemble Indian or Native Americans with black 
hair, dark skin and dark eyes.  .

An Adept is an ascended master Guardian. 

An Aeon or Astrological Age is approximately 26,000. We 
entered a new Aeon in 2012, the New World Order. 

The All Seeing Eye projects the Divine Mind blueprint, an 
imprinted Geometric Tesseract called Metatron’s Cube. The 
Cube has the instruction for the Krystal Cathedral. The human 
spinal column is a crystalline conductor. Our DNA sequence 
has been activated by the schematic projection of the 7D 
Violet Ray, the “mark of the lamb”,  the seal of The Prophecy.

Altairians are a reptilian species of the Constellation 
Aquila, in the Altair solar system. They are affiliated with 
the The Ashtar Command. 

The Amoraea Flame is activated when an INITIATE enters 
the Matrix and begins their initiation. 

Amphibian aliens are similar to the Sauroids or Reptoids, 
hominoid creatures with reptilian and amphibian features. 
They have been encountered near swamps and rivers. They  
have been known to attack people without being provoked.An  a lphabe t i c  g l o s sa r y  o f  t h e  R e c k o n i n g 

An anagram is word switch or code, a secret 
treatise.

Anubian Black Heart is the Consciousness 
Technology of the death cult. It is a form of 
Metatronic Reversal, severing the Monad 
from the heart.  It is a weapon of the MA.

Annunaki Reptilians are a race of inorganic 
Aliens. The NAR structure has created terrible 
destruction to the Matrix and the DNA pair 
bonding. Annunaki Reptilians and Illuminati, 
who believe in pure blood genetic DNA race 
lines, propagate these beliefs through controlled 
Eugenic breeder lines and seeding.

Ananiel is the 14th Watcher of the 20 leaders 
of the 200 Demons. He is a fallen angelic, 
succumbing to his desire of a beautiful 
young Atlantean.  Elyon forbade contact with 
the daughters of men.

Ambriel is an Angel of the Order of Divination. 

Amitiel is an Angel of the Order of Truth. She can be summoned to an  INITIATE on awakening. She offers clairvoyance, 
discerning reality from illusion and dark from light in the Matrix. The Dark Legion (Malevolent Aliens, Satan and his Demon 
Army and the Sons of Belial) rely on strategic deception. 

An amulet is a protective stone. Amulets have more power than a pendant, with gems or engravings that veil or cloak.

Afriel is an Angel of the Order of Youth. He serves the Indigo 
Children that have incarnated on Earth as part of the 7D Flood. 

Alpha Centaurians are a humanoid species that has aquatic traits 
(gills and webbed feet/hands) allowing them to live beneath our sea.

The Alpha Draconis System is in the Orion Constellation. It is a 
warring system and an epic fight for resources rages among many 
species. The reptilian Draconian have targeted Earth as a breeding 
colony. They harvest dark energy as a resource. 



Archontic Deception is the prevalent abusive behaviors of the Dark Legion and the MA. 

Arcturians are a fifth dimensional alien race, the highest evolution form in the galaxy.

Armârôs is the eleventh of 20 Watchers that lead the demon army of fallen Angelics. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the intelligence exhibited by machines or software.  Atlantis was the fourth Epoch and Root Race. It was a Golden Age of the Toltecs. The City 
of the Golden Gates had extensive aqueducts leading to the city from a mountain lake. The 
Atlanteans had airships powered by the vril. It was a utopia of high science and Divination.

The Atlantean Cataclyms occurred when the Toltecs began to practice black magic, 
corrupted by the dragon Thevetat. The Atlanteans assumed dark practices and 
were arrogant and of the physical world. The Turanians began to govern of Atlantis. 
The Turanians continued the practice of black and ultimately the crystal caverns 
were activated, flooding Atlantis. 

The Dark Legion were opposed by white magicians and Master Morya incarnated as 
the High Priest of Atlantis to oppose the black magicians. The Dark Legion used human 
sex slaves and dark magic to produce a hybrid, human-animal, a Chimera.  

The Atlantean utopia evolved to a military state. The army deployed vril-powered air 
battleships and poison gas bombs. The infantry fired fire-tipped arrows. They created an 
army composed of Chimeras that were composites of a human body with the head of 
predator. They consumed the dead on the battlefield.

The war between the white magicians and the black magicians continued until the 
end of Atlantis. The High Guardians telepathically warned the Adepts (the high 
order of white magicians) to flee Atlantis in ships before the final cataclysm. The 
Dark Brotherhood activated the crystals in the Crystal Cavern and Atlantis suffered 
a series of earthquakes producing a massive flood. Atlantis was submerged but the 
white magicians survived the cataclysm.

 
Ananchel is an Angel of the Order of Rapture.

Annunaki Nibiru are a hybrid form of Malevolent Aliens. 

Antarieans are a humanoid alien race that has a network of under-
ground bases in Antarctica. They are fair haired with pale bluish skin. 
They have slits instead of pupils and bright yellow/green eyes.  

AOA Aurora is to “re-encrypt” the elemental structure of our bodies.

APIN (Atlantis Pylon Implant Network) Networks of the NRG are 
implanted to harvest humanity. 

Appoloin is an Angel of the Order of Destruction. He is a fallen angelic 
overthrown by Archangel Uriel and Raphael in the Lucefarian Rebellion.  

Arakiel is a fallen angel, the second of the 20 Watcher. He is a master 
of distortion, a shape shifter. 

Archdemon Lilith was intended for Adam. She refused to lay beneath 
him. She married Archangel Sammael, a dark Archangel.

The Atlantean Cataclyms occurred when the Toltecs began to 
practice black magic, corrupted by the dragon Thevetat. The 
Atlanteans assumed dark practices and were arrogant and of 
the physical world. The Turanians began to govern of Atlantis. 
The Turanians continued the practice of black and ultimately 
the crystal caverns were activated, flooding Atlantis. 

The Dark Brotherhood were opposed by Atlantean White 
Magicians and Master Morya who incarnated as the High 
Priest of Atlantis to oppose the black magicians. The black 
magicians used human sex slaves and dark magic to produce 
a hybrid, human-animal, a Chimera.  

The Atlantean utopia evolved to a military state. The army 
deployed vril-powered air battleships and poison gas bombs. 
The infantry fired fire-tipped arrows. They created an army 
composed of Chimeras that were composites of a human body 
with the head of predator. They consumed the dead on the 
battlefield.

The war between the Atlantean White Magicians and the 
black magicians raged. The High Guardians telepathically 
warned the Adepts (the high order of white magicians) to flee 
Atlantis in ships before the final cataclysm. Atlantis suffered a 
series of earthquakes from the crystal caves that produced a 
massive flood. Atlantis was submerged. The white magicians 
survived the cataclysm.

As Above, So Below is the path. On Earth as in Heaven. 

Asbeel is a fallen High Angelic. He fell in love with a temple priestess in Persia. He betrayed 
his vow and roams Earth in the Dark Legion.

Ascension is the complex quantum mechanics, the embodiment of frequency layers of light, 
the force, by descending the light into matter and anchoring them into the physical plane.

Ascension shift is the energetic frequency pattern held in a dimensional space which, when 
absorbed and activated into the layers of the planetary and human bio-energetic field, 
activates its DNA template instruction set. This catalyzes a chain of events that creates a 
transmutation in the energetic templates of the Human Soul. 

Asuras are powerful demons that can serve the dark or light. The light Asuras are Adityas 
and are led by Varuna, while the malevolent Asuras are Danavas and are led by Vritra.

Astrology is an ancient and sacred science of the celestial bodies. 

Atlanteans are a Root Race in the Stargate universe, Lanteans. 

Atlantis was the fourth cycle. It was a Golden Age rule by the Toltecs. The City of the 
Golden Gates had extensive aqueducts leading to a mountain lake. The Atlanteans had 
airships powered by the Vril. It was a utopia of high science and Divination.



Avernus is one of the seven abyss the fallen angelic were imprisoned in on their descent to Earth 
in the Luciferian Rebellion. They rise as Satan’s Demon Army from the Phlegraean Fields (craters). 

Azazel is a fallen High Angelic. He was a sacrifice, a scapegoat. He demands retribution. 

Balthial is an Angel of the Order of Forgiveness. INITIATES should seek him if betrayed.

Barhishads are a class of pitris. They are our solar ancestors (lunar descent).

Baphomet is a Satanic field in the earth created through the Baal demonic entities. 

Barakiel is an Angel of the Order of Fortune. He is a lower Archangel.

Baraqiel is the 9th Watcher of the 20 leaders of the 200 demons. His power is of Divination.

Barchiel is an Angel of the Order of Compassion and Mercy. 
  
Barbiel is an Angel of the Order of Virtue. Barbiel serves as one of the seven commanders of Zaphiel.  

Batriel is the 12th Watcher of the 20 leaders of the 200 demons. He is of Babylonian origin. 

Black magicians are the Dark Legion, a force in opposition to the Sons of Light. They have aligned with the MA, a treatise or strategic 
alliance to further their dark agenda.

Black Magic Grids are a dark grid consciousness installed by the Atlantian Solar Lord – Aleister Crowley in conjunction with Thoth. 
The grid network incorporates the Negative Aliens intelligence.

Blood Lines or eugenics are a Malevolent Aliens strategy. A Series of orchestrated holocausts, genocides and blood sacrifices  
have mutated the races. 

Blue Blood refers to Reptilian ancestry. 

Breeders is the term for women with alien blood lines, sexual slaves of the alien races. They desire to further mutate the human 
genetic DNA material with systemic racial discrimination. Their genetic manipulation and mutation is responsible for the majority of 
our genetic diseases.

Book of Raziel transits the multiple hierarchies buried in the lower astral and earth realms related to Fallen Angelics. The primary 
gatekeeper is Raziel-Rachab. There are prophecies of the rehabilitation of planetary logos and the redemption of the fallen angels.

Burrowers are another mutation of the saurian-serpent race, capable of burrowing through the earth. They are quadrupedal and use 
their ‘boring’ abilities to create artificial tunnels or caverns. They possess a highly-developed sensory system.

Camael is an Angel of the Order of Powers. INITIATES in mortal peril or aguish can summon him to ease your suffering.

Cassiel is the Angel of Temperance. He is a prince of the Order of Powers. 

The Second cataclysm of Atlantis was the Annunaki launch of an aggressive takeover of Earth with ET technology. They concealed 
their APIN in the remants of Atlantian Colony, the Bermuda Triangle, where the Annunaki Resistance has dominion. The factions 
negotiated with the Orion Dracs to divide the “spoils of war” (remnants of the human race and Earth captured for genetic experiments).

Atlantian Cataclysm and the Luciferian Rebellion occurred as a 
simultaneous series of events. The planetary star gates and the 
planetary grids, became controlled by the NAA. The Stargates, 
quantum portals and grid systems are governed by the Annunaki 
Nibiru  and the Draconians.

Archangel Azrael is the angel of death. He resides in the Third 
Heaven.He will be the last to die. INITIATES should be cautious 
as his appearance is a sign of mortal danger. 

An aura is an invisible force field that emanates from humans and 
beasts. It is at once magneto-mental and electrovital, suffused with 
the life force energy. It the transparency of our Soul. 

The Aurora Mission is a project with the elementals for the new 
earth deploying the Aura Host Matrix.  

Aurora Re-encryptions will return to the divine blueprint that is 
encrypted in the Matrix as the Krystal Star.

An Avatar is an entity that descends from the celestial hierarchy, 
the Guardians of Light, to overshadow and illuminate humanity.

Bath Kol is an Angel of the Order of Prophecy. She should be summoned 
by the INITIATE to unveil or uncloak an object or environment. 

Bermuda Triangle is the location of a major Stargate or quantum portal. 
Two wormholes are located in the Bermuda Triangle, the Phoenix and 
Falcon. The Phoenix APIN  was created by the Nibiruian Anunnaki and 
the Falcon APIN, by the Zeta Rigelians. These holes were punched into the 
Guardian’s time frequency grid, a vortex of the Silicate MATRIX, producing 
a Phantom Matrix.

Black Hole technologies are an orchestrated imprisonment of Earth through 
the Sons of Belial and the MA.

The cataclysm of Lemuria is the Draconian invasion of the 
Lemurian continent, a genocidal massacre in Kaua’i. A 
second assault was launched on the Lemurian Race. They 
were defended by the Cathars, Gnostic Essenes and Knights 
Templar. The Dracs claimed the women for their forced 
Breeding Programs, sex slaves. This genocide destroyed the 
Lemurians. The Annunaki negotiations determined the final 
settlement of the Lemurian Holocaust. 

Caudaceus is the staff of Hermes Trismegismus, symbolic of 
the serpentine path. 

The Chaldean Tribes were absorbed into the native population 
of Babylonia.

Chamuel is an Angel of the Order of Tolerance. He is an 
archangel of forgiveness and INITIATES should summon 
him if they have endured a trauma or betrayal. 

Charmeine is an Angel of the Order of Love. She is a refuge 
for INITIATES that suffer a romantic psychosis.  

Charoum is an Angel of the Order of Silence. She is a water 
elemental and has protected the Cycles of Earth from floods 
and hurricanes.



Crystals are a powerful source of energetic magnetism and magic. On a cellular level, our bodies and crystals are comprised of mineral 
silicon-dioxide. Humans are receptive to crystalline vibration. Crystals are powerful tools of the MATRIX, (Silicate Matrix) and source of 
protection for the INITIATE. 

Crystal skulls of Atlantis are skulls that have been encoded energy and vibration from the epic battle of the Cataclysm of 
Atlantis. There are 13 made of smoky, clear or colored quartz crystals. They have been emerging as their powers are 
activated with the Indigo Flood. 

Chazaqiel is the 8th Watcher of the 20 leaders of the 200 fallen angelics. He roams the Earth preying on human pride. 

Cherubin belong to the First Hierarchy in the Angelic Order. They intercedes and warn humans telepathically or on rare occasions in 
physical form. They guard the Stargates and are regarded as the Keepers. 

Order of the Templars or Essenes are descendants of the source lineage. They have lived a nomadic existence throughout 
the Epochs of the Earth Root Races. They are of the original genetic blueprint, the source code. 

Cipher a secret or disguised way of writing, ancient code.

The City Four Square (Krystal Cathedral) are crystalline architecture of the Universal macrocosm. They are accessed by the Indigo 
“Blue Ray” brain activation of the Indigo Flood. The Guardians refer to these cities as the “City Four Square” of the Cosmic Cube Matrix. 
The City Four Square is the blueprint for the Krystal Cathedral.  

Cosmic cube is a deviant of Metatron’s cube in appearance and geometric function. The “Cosmic Cube 144” is a mechanism to 
awaken humnity. Archangel Metatron is appointed as scribe of the Divine, the right hand guardian of Elyon and holds the geometries 
in the lower form. As the epic battle rages at the end of the eon. The Dark and Light Brotherhood battle for the New World Order and 
humanity must hold the cube. 

Colopatiron is an Angel of the Order of Free Will. 
An INITIATE should summon him if suffering an entity 
attachment or psychic interference.

The Compendium is a concise compilation of a 
body of knowledge. It is referred to as the Akashik 
Record (AR). Thought and action are recorded as 
a singular event in the Compendium (whether we act 
on the thought or not). The Compendium is the Silver 
Thread that binds us thorughout the time space/ 
continuum in our ascent and descent of the Matrix. 

Consciousness is the manifestation of our mind in 
service to the Echelon of Light and Source. 

Cradle of Lyra was destroyed in the Lyran Wars 
with Orion Groups. It is synonymous with the 
destruction of the Avatar Grid and the Source 
Matrix. 

Crystals of the MATRIX magnify and amplify the power of the INITIATE. In accordance with 
the Divine Laws, thoughts direct energy and energy follows thought. Each of the crystals are 
energetic tools of magnification and protection. The crystals are blessed by a white magician 
to further elevate their purity and for protection of the INITIATE as they enter the MATRIX. The 
crystals are coiled with copper wire, an energetic conductor. Tesla, a powerful white magician, 
has supplied instruction with regard to the coiling (amplifying) of the crystals. If the INITIATE 
uses gold/brass the crystal energy is held, whereas copper amplifies, magnifying their 
power. 

CRYSTAL MATRIX STARTGATE 1
HEMATITE (not magnetized) is a protective stone that grounds the INITIATE and absorbs 
negative energy. Hematite guides the INITIATE to claim their power and destiny, removing 
obstacles and limitations.

CRYSTAL MATRIX STARTGATE 2
ORANGE CALCITE is a stone for mental clarity. It is a protective stone and should be used for 
discernment. It repels fear and dark energies. It can be used to combat trauma and assists with 
phobias, depression and emotional dysequilibrium. It enhances intuition and psychic powers. 

CRYSTAL MATRIX STARTGATE 3
CARNELIAN is a stone that magnifies personal power, physical attri-
butes and mental fortitude. It works with the will of the INITIATE. It 
enhances vitality if you have endured energetic trauma. It increases 
clairvoyance, particularly in dream states. 
CITRINE is a stone of Light (sun) and is immune to negative energy. It 
does not have to be cleansed or purified. It offers clarity to the INITI-
ATE and powers of manifestation. It activates your imagination and 
telepathy. A stone of the third eye, it strengthens the solar plexus.

CRYSTAL MATRIX STARTGATE 4 
MALACHITE is a stone of transformation. Malachite facilitates the 
release of negative trauma and healing. If you are seized with fear 
or despair it reverses negative sequences. 
ROSE QUARTZ is the stone of Love. It is a Divine energy and the 
INITIATE can use the stone for reconciliation. It dispels negative 
emotions and the NAA. Rose Quartz is a powerful stone for reset 
in the MATRIX. 

CRYSTALS MATRIX STARTGATE 5 
BLUE LACE AGATE is a stone for activating and healing bonds. It is 
a grounding stone that calms INITIATES in the MATRIX if they are 
suffering from fear or dark energy. It calms depression and anxiety 
that manifest as insomnia and headaches.



CRYSTAL MATRIX STARTGATE 6 
AMETHYST is a crystal of the third eye, offering the INITIATE enhanced telepathy. It amplifies psychic powers and discernment. Amethyst 
crystal repels negative energy, simultaneously attracting light. It is a protection stone and if you are entering a battle or dark energy field 
it is a powerful weapon. 

CRYSTAL MATRIX STARTGATE 7
ZOISITE (not ruby zosite) is a mystical stone that enhances the INITIATES connection with the life force and application of the Divine Laws. 
Zoisite should be applied in the MATRIX if there is an obstacle or the INITIATE suffers from a lack of faith. The mechanisms of fear de-
ployed by the NAA are repelled by Zoisite. 

Crystal Caverns are massive power generators. They were deployed in the cataclysm of Atlantis.

Crystal Heart is a crystalline network in the Earth’s surface that governs the frequencies through the planet’s energetic core. 

Dakshinacharins are white magicians or the Guardians of the Light.

The dakini are malevolent or vengeful female spirits or deities. They are volatile and known to consume the flesh of their victims. 

Daniel is a demon, the seventh mentioned of the 20 Watchers that lead the 200 fallen angelic in the Luciferian Rebellion. 

Dark Brotherhood consists of the Sons of Belial and Luciferian Rebellion, distinct from the various races of Negative Aliens. 

The Diamond Sun Body refers to the original design of the 
angelic human 12 Strand DNA Silicate Matrix. This is the 
potential DNA and higher consciousness experienced by 
angelic human beings in previous time cycles on the 5D 
parallel earth, prior to cataclysm. The Oraphim is a part 
of the Diamond Sun DNA Christos lineages, the original 
humans created from the Guardian Founder Races lines. 
The Diamond Sun is activated in the INITIATE. 

The Double Diamond Sun refers to the Original Founder 
Oraphim Christos design of a fully embodied 12 strand 
DNA and further access to 24 other dimensions of 
consciousness while in a human body. When the Oraphim 
DNA potential is activated, it allows for transmutation out 
of dimensional time, access to Stargates. The INITIATE is 
expanding the second strand of 12 DNA. 

Diamond Heart Transmission is humanities awakening 
which will heal the Anubian Black Heart, a dark deposit of 
the planetary grid system. 

Dwarfin are humanoids that inhabit caverns in various 
parts of the world. They should not be confused with the 
elementals which are etheric in nature but have the ability 
to appear in solid or semi-solid form as times. Dwarfin were 
involved in the Luciferian Rebelion.

 

Dead Light are dark entities. Luciferian entities and Malevolent Aliens that stand 
in opposition to the Guardians of Light. They embody inferior beings that are 
energetically enslaved to serve their will.

Demons in the Apocrypha are the demons of the Luciferian Rebellion that 
descended to Earth with the 200 Archangels.

A demon is a supernatural, often malevolent, being. Demons are dark 
entities or fallen angels. They can embody humans, demonic posses-
sion or entity attachment, requiring exorcism or clearing.

Devas are celestial beings. They are of Divine origin, descending into 
matter to evolve the Root races. They are monads that have passed the 
ring-pass-not, separating the spirit world from the divine.

The Diamond Heart frequencies are intimately related to 
Sophianic Body and Indigo Flood. 

Dhyan-Chohan are cosmic or planetary beings. There are 
three classes of dhyan-chohans and seven subclasses. The 
dhyan-chohans collectively are the manvantaras. They 
have been summoned as we enter the New World Order. The 
Dhyan-Chohan are High Guardians of the Cycles of Earth. 

Diamond Heart is a crystal network in the earth grid that 
was artificially programmed, dormant or severed. The seven 
spheres or planets contain lost souls, dissipated into psycho
astral elements or life-atoms. 
 

Dragonworms are largely subterranean creatures, a mutation of the serpent 
race which lost the use of it’s limbs through centuries of atrophy, it is a 
relative of the malevolent reptilian alien race. They are very intelligent. 

Elementals are beings belonging to one of the four elemental entities. 
Elementals remain invisible but can be accessed as the third eye 
illuminates. They have appeared to the races in various periods of the 
cycle and have been referred to as fairies, sprites, hobgoblins, elves, 
brownies, pixies, nixies, leprechauns, trolls, kobolds, goblins, banshees, 
fawns, devs, jinn, satyrs, and so on…. They exist in the astral or invisible 
realm. They will interact with humans if perceived. They have no soul, 
but if they marry a human they gain eternity in the contract. 

Gnome, beings of earth element. 
Undine, being of water element. 
Sylph, being of air element. 
Salamander, being of fire element. 

Elementals (and Devics) are not confined to a certain Epoch. In general 
knomes are short and sturdy; undines are similar to humans; sylphs are 
longer and stronger; salamanders are long, thin and lean. The elementals 
are adept in their element and they occupy matter: Air, Fire, Water, Earth. 
These four elementals are the chemical constituents of our DNA code and 
are being re-encrypted by the Aurora’s through the “Crystal River”.



El Morya is the Ray Lord of the First Ray. He has descended to Earth seven times in the Epochs and Root Races. He is a High 
Guardian and the Master of Will, I AM. He awaits you in the Matrix and may be summoned on entry. 

Elohin are Guardian Masters of the seventh rank of ten in the Maimonide angelical hierarchy. 

Elyon is not a deity or a being but the force energy of the multiverse, Source Energy. Elyon is seldom referred to by name.  
Elyon is the I AM. The vast order of the Guardians of Light, Peacekeepers, ascended masters, adepts, initiates, Devics, elementals, 
Adamic/Evademics serve Elyon. 

Exorcism is the practice of evicting demons or other spiritual entities from a person or an area they possess. 

Extraterestrial technology such as the harmonic vibrations of the Pyramids, and the Technology used for bi-location and 
teleportation in the Ascension chambers were in power conflict with Annunaki-Nibiru resistance. These factions fled to 
join the Annunaki with the Nibiruan resistance to build new colonies in Atlantis. 

Ezekiel is the Archangel of Death and Destruction. He remained faithful to Source in the rebellion. He has descended to 
earth as a prophetic figure seven times in epochs that have been our greatest human trials. 

Fire Letters (Fire Code) DNA strands that corresponds to Fire Letters/Fire Code built on electromagnetic impulses of 
sound arranged in patterned sequences. Each Fire Letter corresponds to a dimensional frequency band of consciousness. 
They form the 12 Tree Grid. Collectively the Fire Letter Code sequences correspond to the 12 DNA strand matrix, the 
original genetic construction code of the human species.

Fohat is our Blueprint, primordial in nature it is consists of primordial light.

Forfax is an Angel of the Order of Astronomy. He is a fallen angelic and regarded as a great Earl in the abyss. He commands 
36 legions of spirits.  

Forcas is a Guard of the Order, Master of Invisibility. He was originally in the angelic hierarchy, but he fell in the Lucefarian 
Rebellion. In the Abyss of Souls he is a renowned duke. The Avernus is the entrance to the Abyss. 

First Hierarchy of the Fallen Angelics are of the Luciferian or material elemental forces, Satanic Forces. The Four 
Main Realms of the Fallen Angelics in the First Hierarchy are: Satan/Lucifer, Leviathan/Belial. They are referred 
to as the Sons of Belial or the Dark Legion. They are distinctly separate from the Negative Alien Races. They have 
formed an alliance in their New World Order, systematic infiltration and enslavement of the human psyche. 

Esoteric is the belief that unlocks the door to the invisible 
realms.  

Esotericism is the truth of reality and illusion; there is no 
separation.

Ethics are not a human construct for human conduct and 
governance. They are the very structure of the universe. 
The path of the INITIATE is alignment with the force energy. 
The path is inherently ethical, a higher code, that cannot 
be compromised. The Echelon of Light adheres to the Secret 
Doctrine which is incorporated in all Earth Religions and Sects.

Eva-Borgs are cybernetic forms or humans who have been 
implanted or surgically altered to such an extent that they are 
cybernetic, yet still retaining a soul-matrix (Evadamic).

Exotericism re-veils and reviles the truth. The veil is human 
illusion of ignorance, arrogance and pride. 

Exoteric is the ancient magic, which an INITIATE must be 
awakened to receive. They are the keys to the door. 

Elemiah is an Angel of the Order 
of Clairvoyance. INITIATES should 
summon him to retrieve subconscious 
memory from the Compendium. 

Egypt Relocation was the exodus of 
the survivors of the Cataclysm of 
Lemuria. They employed ET technolo-
gy to repair the earth and surfaced 
in Egypt. These cultures were rebuilt 
with Interstellar communication and 
the assistance of numerous alien 
races. The Sphinx was built to house 
the Hall of Records (Compendium 
or Akashik Record) and to mark the 
access into the Inner Earth gate. It 
is the location of the frequency base 
for Tara, the 5D future earth. 



Galgaliel is a High Guardian, Master of Vibration governing the Wheel. He governs the vortex of energy and vibration. He has the 
sacred duty of assisting humans with  blockages by increasing the vibration. INITIATES should summon him in the Crystal Matrix.  

Gayatri is an invocation, “Oh thou golden ray of most excellent splendor, illuminate our hearts and minds so that we, INITIATES of the 
Guardian Order, may see the pathway before our feet as we enter the Matrix. May we tread the INITIATIONS to those distant gates, 
purified by thine own radiant light.”

Gavreel is the Guardian of the Order, Master of Peace. INITIATES should summon him when they need to approach their enemies.

Grigori are Watchers that have fallen to Earth. They may serve the Dark or Light. 

Gazardiel is the Guardian of the Order, Master of Renewal. She holds dominion over the rising sun and should be summoned if the  
INITIATES has endured trauma and must reset in the Matrix. 

Geometric Tesseract is referred to as the Cosmic Cube Matrix of God’s 144,000. The Cosmic Cube holds the schematic and blueprint to 
Guardian Laws by building the architecture of the “City Four Square” or Krystal Cathedral. 

The Guidestones are a structure of mysterious giant stones with 10 instructions inscribed, eight in modern languages, and a message 
inscribed at the top of the structure in four ancient scripts: Babylonian, Greek, Sanskrit, and Egyptian hieroglyphs.

Giant Nephilim born of the fallen angelics or demons that fell to Earth, tempted by the daughters of men. Their flesh roamed the 
earth as giants. They were violent creatures. Great was the sorrow. They do not hunger or thirst. There are no obstacles in their path.  

They each counterbalance to a male and female principle energy aspect in their realm. They have a main collective energy field they 
command as group consciousness, the Predator realm.

Fallen Angelic Polarization is the reflection of the Seraphin,  polarized in their negative form, of which, shadow elements of themselves 
came to be distorted creations of their perfection. They are associated with multiple hierarchies of the Demonic Races and the Watchers. 

Fallen Angelics (Demons) are a part of the human and nonhuman collective consciousness on the earth and exist as energetic 
interplay between human beings that were designed to manifest the required polarities that are necessary for manifestation in the 
material realms. Life forces have been abused historically with MA invasions, producing severe schisms and destruction. 

The Four Faces of Man LPIN (Lemuria Pylon Implant Network) has been referred to as the ‘Guardians of the four corners’ 
and ‘Angels of the four directions’. Its four heads are anchored in by sound pillars. In recognition of the Founder’s creation 
of the Four Faces of Man, the Easter Island heads were built by ancient Indigo Maji descendants. This LPIN was designed 
to restore the 12D blueprint of Earth and prevent fall of Earth into the Phantom Matrix. 

At the last planetary time cycle, intruder Anunnaki raided Earth and prevented this LPIN from activating (during the ascension cycle). 
Thus it was rescheduled for 2012, began its first activation cycle in 2001 and the final 12th cycle in 2003, bringing the Great White 
Lion and Golden Eagle on line. The Four Faces of Man utilizes such high frequencies that the fallen ETs can’t absorb the energies.

Four Pillars of Man Grid or The Four Faces of Man LPIN (Lemuria Pylon Implant Network) has been referred to as the ‘Guardians of 
the four’ *refer to the Grid systems and the PIN

The Four Genocides refer to the holocausts of 
the cycles. Genocide is a strategy of MA and 
Satanic Army. Holocausts occur in each 
cataclysm. Nephilim, Lemurians, Atlanteans 
and in our cycle with the Crusades (the hunting 
of the descendants of the ancient Guardian 
lineage: Templars, Cathars and Essenes). The 
Holocaust of Nazi Germany was ultimately 
diverted but millions died in the 42,500 camps.  

Gabriel is an Archangel, second in rank. 
She is the only female high angelic in the 
Guardian ranks. INITIATES should seek 
her if they require clarity. She is a Guardian 
of luccid dreams and visions.

Galactic Wars 
(alphabetical not chronological):
Atlantian Cataclysm
Electric Wars
Lemurian Holocaust
Luciferian Rebellion
Nazi Holocaust (diverted) 
Nephilim Wars
Obliteration of Maldek
Orion Wars
Sumerian Invasion
 

The Guardians of Light (Guardians) 
are a consortium of light beings 
that are from the Seven Higher 
realms. The Peacekeepers are an 
alien race of the Guardians of 
Light. INITIATES enter the echelon 
of the Guardians. The Guardians 
of Light are battling the MA, 
Satan and his Demon Army, the 
Sons of Belial.

The Gravitron is a part of the 
Beast Machine that holds the tilt 
of planet Earth at its unnatural 
and artificially sustained 23.5 
degrees angle and is aligned 
with the Earth’s natural rotation. 

Metatronic races created the 
Gravitron vortex networks to link 
portals in our Sun and Earth, 
twisting the planetary blueprint 
to configurations called Demon 
Seeds.  The Gravitron is an electro-
magnetic harness field that is part 
of a larger electro-magnetic 
structure called the NET. 



Grays or Greys refer to a small neo-sauroid race, very prolific and intelligent. The ‘Reptoids’ allegedly act as the physical overlords 
and thus are of a higher rank than the Greys but they Greys are the intellect behind the operations.  

Great White Lion is a consciousness network in the planetary body of the Leonine race which is a part of human genetics. 

Guardian Beings are the Guardians of Light that serves to protect all soul-beings. They hold the blueprint of your seed and chart your 
cycles in the Compendium. They cannot alter your free will, but are permitted to influence you. INITIATES should summon them in times 
of peril. Wearing a crystal pendant for further protection is recommended. 

Hadraniel is a Guardian of the Order, Master of Force Will. He is the angel assigned as gatekeeper at the second gate.  

Hael is an Angel of the Order of Innovation. He inspires creation, connection with the Source Blueprint. INITIATES should seek to find 
their own method. The path of initiation is systematic connection with Vril or the energetic force of Source. 

Hamied is an Angel of the Order of Miracles. He is a glorious angelic of such white light that only his eyes are visible. INITIATES should 

Haniel is an Angel of the Order of Harmony. He is an archangel. 
INITIATES should summon him if entering an unfamiliar landscape 
or a hostile environment.  

Harahel is an Angel of the Order of Knowledge. INITIATES 
should summon him to offer an altered perspective.

Hayyel is an Angel of the Order of Wild Animals. Hayyel instructs 
mankind in proper use of the Animal Kingdom. 

Hermetic Chain (Golden Chain) is the chain of beings, one end of 
which includes the Guardians in their various ascended hierarchy, 
and the other end of which ran downwards through inferior gods, 
adepts, initiates and ordinary men to the beings below man. Each 
link of this living chain of beings has a Blueprint (DNA), thus 
transmitting and communicating from link to link the Order. It is our 
Blueprint that has expanded as we enter the new cycle (26,000 year 
cycle of 2012). This expansive chain of beings is the Hermetic Chain 
or the Golden Chain (not to be confused with the Silver Thread or 
Akashik Record). 

Hierarchy merely means that a scheme or system or state of delegated 
directive power and authority exists in a self-contained body, directed, 
guided, and taught by one having supreme authority, called the 
hierarch.

Higher Triad (Triad) is the part of man’s constitution which has 
clothed itself in the material plane of existence. It is the soul or Source 
Blueprint. It is contrasted with the lower quaternary. The higher triad 
is the Guardian Hierarchy energy and life force. It is the ascent and 
descent in the Matrix. It is to relinquish the lower quaternary, material 
world and ego. An INITIATE enters the Matrix, an energetic vortex, 
to connect with Source and transcend the planes of existence. 

The Hieros Gamos is the Garment of Elyon, wearing the White Robes of the One. Hieros Gamos refers to the “Risen Master”, 
as the embodiment of the inner hiero-gamic union between the human being and the divine. Elyon’s seeded humanity with the 
Guardian Blueprint. The seeds planted will be harvested in the reaping. They will be marked with the seal of the prophecy. The 
Reckoning is the period in the cycle prior to the reaping.   

Hilarion is the Ray Lord of the fifth ray. He is the Lord of Truth, I SPEAK. 

Holocausts are the systematic destruction of a race. They are a destructive method of the Dark Brotherhood. 

Holocaust Software is installed to torment humans with their cellular memories.

The Hibiru Tribes are the higher dimensional genetic coding of the Melchizedek’s that were given the responsibility to help 
rehabilitate hybridization damage during the last evolutionary cycle after the Nephilim Wars. The Melchizedek Hosting ended in 
this Ascension cycle. The Krystal Star hosting began in 2012 to repair and rehabilitate the planetary body to its original architecture, 
the Diamond Sun Body and Silicate Matrix genetic code.

 

Humiel is an Angel of the Order of Divinitation, 
“he who sees”. He should be summoned by the 
INITIATE for clairvoyance. He is chief of the 
Order of Principalities (virtues, and innocents).

Hyperborean is the original Epoch, a Golden 
Age but then came the Electric Wars with Polaris. 
The Electric Wars with the Orion Group were a 
conflict over dominion over planets such as the 
Earth. The Nipherum (often refered to as the 
Titans) roamed the earth in the Hyperborean 
continent of Plaksha. The inhabitants of this 
epoch called themselves the Kimpurshas.

Illuminati (Bavarian) is a secret society or 
order dating to the medieval renaissance. The 
Illuminati operates in the shadows. Their agenda 
is a New World Order. A cataclysmic world 
shift, often referred to as a Golden Age. 

Hologram is an illusion that is perceived as reality, a light-based 
consciousness. In terms of the cosmic arena and the mechanics of reality-
based-fields-of-light, a hologram is in fact a live projection of light-encoded 
quantum filaments that produce a physical reality. Your third eye allows 
you to descern illusion from reality. 

Human Trine (HT) - In the method of dividing the human principles into a 
trichotomy of an upper duad, an intermediate duad, and a lower triad — or 
distributively spirit, soul, and body. The lower Quaternary is the human focus 
on the material world and the human ego. When death occurs, the mortal 
and material portions dissipate into oblivion; while the Divine Blueprint of 
the human is an immortal. The vast majority of the human population are not 
conscious. The percentage of awakened humanity is 20%, those that have 
remnants of soul memory. On awakening, the INITIATE enters the Matrix. In 
the Matrix all is illuminated. The Indigo Children are an awakened race.



An Impostor is defined as any Entity or human being that is deceptive in their representation; it does not embody, nor comprehend, 
nor behave or act in accordance with the Divine. The Divine and the Guardians operate with transparency. It is the method of the 
Dark Brotherhood to deceive and their Imposter Agenda is that systematic application of human deception and infiltration. 

An Imposter Spirit is the Luciferian or Satanic Demon which promotes false light authority and anti-life architecture through deception, 
lies of omission, manipulation with malice to promote intentional harm, death or destruction to serve the Imposter Agenda. These 
belief systems are the basis which forms the Negative Ego and was manifested out of the predator mind of the Orion Group.

An INITIATE is one who pledges to adhere to the Doctrine of the INITIATE. An INITIATE travels the path of the Guardians of Light 
and enters the MATRIX to know the invisible worlds and master the Life Force. They are ultimately declared an ADEPT and ascend the 
Ecehlon of Light, the Guardians and Masters of Source. 

The Iron Gate is viewed a collective chaotic field of human body parts, elementals, creatures, and a monadic man, contorting with-
in the Tetramorphic field.

The Indigo Invasion is a flood of higher evolutionary beings that are incarnating on Earth to battle the rising darkness. The 
Indigo “Blue Ray” brain activation is part of the the Indigo Flood. It is a flood of light that has descended to our planet. It is 
activating our genetic codes (DNA). INITIATES are generally of the Indigo Invasion or awakened by the Indigo flood. 
 

The kīla (purbha) is used as a powerful ritual instrument, establishing 
an energetic continuum. The kīla harmonizes elemental energy.  
Supernatural entities are entwined on the blade, reminiscent of the 
Staff of Asclepius and the Caduceus of Hermes. As a tool of exorcism, 
the kīla may be employed to hold demons or thoughtforms in 
place once they have been expelled from their human hosts.

ISIS (Islamic State in Iraq and Syria) are Islamist militants but they have formed an allegiance with the Illuminati to 
create a New World Order. They have peripheral associations with the MA, Satanic Demon Army and the Sons of Belial. 

Israfil is the Angel of Judgment Day. He will lead the angels in The Reaping. The Reckoning is the period prior to the 
Harvesting or Reaping. The seals mark the human seeds that are dormant and those that have awakened. INITIATES 
entering the Matrix are imprinted with the entry tag but are not marked with the seal until they have passed the 7th 
Initiation of the Matrix (ascent and descent). 

Isvara is a term that is applied to kosmic divinities or lords. 

Jehoel is a Guardian of the Order, Master of Presence. He is regarded as “the angel who holds the Leviathan in check.” 
Jehoel is the chief of the order of Seraphin.

Jin is a shadow creature, no longer human. They are fragments of the higher spirit realms of which it has been disconnected.

Johpiel is an archangel that activates the All Seeing Eye. INITIATES should frequently summon Johpiel for perspective 
and freedom of thought. He increases clairvoyance. He can uncloak or unveil objects or entitites.  

Kakabel is a Guardian of the Order, Master of Lunar Petris. Kakabel is a Lord of the Celestial Body. He fell in the Luciferian 
Rebellion and desperately seeks tedemption. 

Karma means “doing” and implies action but karm is reliant on intention. In the Compendium, thought and action are 
singular. The expenditure of energy as it impacts the environment has an instantaneous or delayed reaction. The dynamic 
of the energy and the environment is what is called karma. Karma is, in other words, essentially a chain of causation. It 
is logged in the Akashik Record or the Compendium. Humans can break the karmic cycle when they have shed their ego 
and attachment to the material world. 

Iesous is another name for Emmanuel. He is 
a High Master of the Guardians of Light. He 
serves Elyon. He resides in the Fifth Heaven. 
He has fragmented to incarnate on Earth in 
seven forms for the Reckoning.

Iguanas are 4-5 ft. tall, with a humanoid
-iguana appearance. They wear black, 
hooded ‘monk’ robes. They utilize black 
witchcraft, sorcery and other forms of mind 
control.

Ikels art short hairy humanoids with cloven 
hoofs which inhabit deep caverns beneath 
South America. They descend from the 
fallen pre-Adamic race. They are reptilian 
allies.

Iofiel as Angel of Divine Beauty. 



Kokabiel is a Guardian of the Order of the stars. He is the fourth of the 20 Watchers that lead the 200 fallen demons in the Luci-
farian Rebellion. He is said to command an army of 365,000 demon spirits.

Leviathan or Saurian are sea serpents. Loch Ness has Leviathan. Crowley owned a mansion on the shores of the loch. They are of 
the serpent race, allegedly used for long-range ‘psychic’ warfare and occult manipulation of the human race. 

Ley Lines are the meridian axiatonal lines or grid system that conducts and transmits frequencies throughout our bodies and the 
planet. They exist in our personal holographic template, reflected within the larger mirror of the planet’s meridian and template system.

The kumaras represent the aspect of original spirit purity, untouched by gross elements of matter and the physical plane. 

Kundalinī is human consciousness of the auric field or energy field. It is the spectrum of frequency and vibration, Trinity Waves.

Kutiel is a Guardian of the Order, Master of Water. He is an angelic benefactor that holds dominion over divining rods.

Ladder of Life is a theosophical term expressing the ascending stages of manifested existences in the universe. It is often referred to 
as the Hermetic Chain or the Golden Chain. It is an Echelon of Light. 

Lady Master Nada is the Ray Lord of the sixth ray. She is the High Lord of INITIATION and the twin flames. She is High Guardian 
of the Aquarian Age or aeon, the 26,000 year cycle humanity entered in 2012.  She is illumination, I SEE.

Law of One (LOO) is awakening to the human reality of the experience. It is the Matrix and the Doctrine of the INITIATE: Humility 
and Service, sacrificing personal gain and negative ego for the collective consciousness. 

Lemuria is the third cycle. Lemuria sank gradually, destroyed by incessantly erupting volcanoes. Lemuria began in the Jurassic 
period. The Lemurian race was much larger than our current race. The first three subraces of the Lemurians reproduced by laying 
eggs. The descendants of the Lemurian root race include the Capoid race, the Congoid race, the Dravidians, and Australoid race.

Through the energetic enslavement of the Seraphim, the Fallen 
Angelic were bound to the prophecy of the Luciferian Rebellion 
as the Sons of Belial by the planetary grid structures. Negative 
lien Races, such as the Annunaki, capitalized on the Luciferian 
Rebellion and the prophetic seeding. During the end of 2nd 
Seeding the Annunaki initiated a breeding program with human 
hybrids, Nephilim. 

Genetically tampering with the human race was not a Divine 
act and the Elohim created a war with the Annunaki and other 
Annunaki sympathizers, such as the Dracs and Sirian Annunaki 
Hybrids, Luciferian forces. The Nephilim Wars ended this 
seeding attempt and the Guardians reorganized for the next 
Round. We have entered the next aeon...26,000 year cycle. 
2012 was the dawn of a new age. 

Through the energetic enslavement of the Seraphim, the Fallen 
Angelic, were bound to the prophecy of the Luciferian Rebellion. 
The Sons of Belial were dictated by the planetary grid structures. 
When they had completed the cycle, the highest and most 
evolved beings, the Lunar Pitris or Barhishad Pitris, ascended to the 
high Dhyan Chohans or Guardians of Light. They were told to 
descend as seven hosts, seven races with seven sub-races. The 
cradle of the first man, located at the Northern Pole. 

Lemurian Holocaust was the first major Earth 
genocide. The Annunaki and the Patriarchy 
of the Melchizedek’s, allowed the Orion 
Group to stage a Draco underground 
invasion. The Draco Tribe had a network 
of tunnels that connected the Lemuria and 
Atlantian continents. 

The humans sealed off the underground 
tunnels in an attempt to hault the invasion 
but with cataclysmic results, destroying the 
surface layer. The Earth’s core imploded 
sinking portions of the Pacific Ocean and 
adjacent continents. 

The Guardians descended to Lemuria to 
intervene but the Dark Legion aligned in 
opposition and infiltrated the Lemurian 
population with mind control. 

A sequence of earthquakes, volcanoes 
and floods devastated the population. 
The ensuing Ice age forced the Lemurians 
underground. They instigated a plan to 
repair the Stargate and Arc Gate Portals.

Lord Lanto is the Ray Lord of the Second Ray. He is the High Guardian of purification by fire, I FEEL.

LPIN (Lemuria Pylon Implant Network) was forced to delay launch due to the Annunaki Earth raid, preventing the LPIN from 
activating. It was relaunched in 2012 with the planetary alignment and the dawn of the new cycle. 

A lost soul is an entity in whom the silver thread has been severed. A lost soul is one who is not merely soulless but has lost the last his 
or her soul link. His genetic Blueprint has dissolved. Lost souls are very rare.  

Luciferian Rebellion is buried in our cellular memory but was at an apex in the Atlantian Cataclysm. The Luciferian Rebellion fulfilled 
the *Prophecy of the red serpent and the fallen angelics. This aeon ended in  2012 and humanity is relaunching the LPIN as we enter 
the new aeon. The PIN are the Stargates or Rays. 2012 is prophecied as the rise of the demon army and the marking of the lamb.

Luciferian Reptiles are demonic manifestation of the the alien races. They are the Earth bound demons but have the ability to 
mask as human. They are shape shifters intent on enslaving humans. They have ties to the Illuminati and several modern soceities. 

Lunar pitri signify the seven entities of the lunar moon cycle. For aeons 
the sevenfold hierarchy of beings has informed the planetary chain of 
Earth. Generally  lunar pitris means all entities which originally came from 
the moon-chain to the Earth-chain.These lunar ancestors consist of seven 
classes, three being arupa, incorporeal, and four being rupa or corporeal. 

Lyrans are the original ancestors of the galaxy, a human race. Their civ-
ilization had significant technological advances but there were warring 
factions within their culture that destroyed much of their society. Lyrans 
colonized the Pleiades, the Hyades, and the Vega system. Some of these 
Pleiadians of Lyran ancestors arrived on Earth during the Lemurians and 
Atlanteans period. Lyrans are nomadic, driven out of their star system and 
relocated. The species of Terrain who are set on conrolling our galaxy. 



Metatron sits in “the throne beside the throne of Elyon.” He roamed Earth as a Nephilim
and is one of two humans ascended to the highest rank. He guards the Akashic Record 
(Compendium) where our thoughts and deeds are recorded. He is a master of geometrical 
planes and grids, Metatron’s Cube. The Metatronic Reversals are manifested into spirals 
that harness the gravitron to creates an unnatural artificial gravitational fields on this planet. 
The Metatronic cube is the technology that supplies the mechanics for the Matrix. 

MIB’S or ‘Men In Black’ are humans who are controlled by draconian influences. There are 
rare MIB that are reptilian or AI--synthetic. The MIB are frequently encountered after UFO 
sightings (suppressing memories of the event). Most human MIB are Draconian implants. 
They have subterranean and exterran societies in remote mountainous regions. 
 
Micah is an Angel of the Order of the 7 Rays. He exists in the Matrix.

Michael is a High Archangel. He serves as chief of the Dominion Order of Virtues. He is a 
High Guardian of repentance and ruler of the fourth Celestial Kingdom. 

Moloch is a satanic network that is used by both NAA entities, humans and non physical 
beings. This is the energy signature and satanic webbing network that is related to the 
practice of sexual misery. This network and its receptacle containers exist in various 
dimensional palnes littered all over the globe.

The Lyran Wars damaged the Lyran DNA which was the embodiment of the Silicate Matrix and has the capacity to live as a Krystal 
Avatar. This is the seed of the Galactic Wars. The Lyran Wars damaged the Lyran DNA which was the embodiment of the Silicate Matrix 
and the capacity for a Krystal Avatar. This is the seed of the Galactic Wars.

Lyricus is aligned with the Guardian of Light. Lyricus is an advanced alien species based on seven disciplines: the fields of genetics, 
neo-sciences, metaphysics, sensory data streams, psycho-coherence, cultural evolution, and the Sovereign Integral. Lyricus is not focused 
exclusively on spirituality but the irrefutable discovery of the humanoid soul upon three-dimensional, life-bearing planets.

Malchidiel is an Angel of the Order of Courage. He inhabited Earth as Prince Machidiel.

Malevolent Aliens – (Zeta-Dracos and their Black Sun Hybrids and Annunaki Reptilians and their Belial Sun Hybrids) These are 
extradimensional beings that are utilizing humans as their food source (like a parasite). They do not have emotions but are 
highly intelligent, inherently violent and dangerous. They consider humans an investment in their energy resource portfolio. 
The MA or Archons use of Artificial intelligence. These beings have been manipulating the human world of affairs for thousands 
and thousands of years, since the Atlantian Cataclysm. They joined forces with the Fallen Angels after the Lucefarian Rebellion.
 

A master is an INITIATE who has awakened and ascended and descended the Silicate Matrix to be claimed with the seal of the ADEPT 
and entered the Crystal Stargate Matrix of the Order of Master Guardians. 

Melchisedek is an Angel of the Order of Peace. A heavenly being regarded as the chief angel of Elyon and the order of Virtues. 

Meridians are axiatonal lines or Ley lines are the grid system that conducts and transmits frequencies throughout our bodies and the 
planet. They are an exact mirror as they exist in our personal holographic template and are reflected from within the larger mirror of 
the planet’s own meridian and template system.

The Melchizedek’s are the genetic hosting race of the earth’s ascension cycle for the last 35,000 years. They descended to the earth 
to evolve from the lower dimensions of the Phantom Matrix. Because humanity is coming to the close of a Root Race end cycle, their 
tour of duty with earth in this capacity is also ending or coming to completion. They have entered a time of review and pause for 
genetic rehabilitation and integrative healing for the 12 Tribes. This is the promise that Melchizedek’s would not be forgotten, even 
if they were “fallen”, even if they forgot who they are. This is made possible with the alignment to the Guardian Quintessence, to be 
rebirthed into the Creatrix field. This is the Arc of Aquarius and seed rehabilitation of the Blue Ray and the Sophianic Body. 

Magog is a seed demon product of the Mitochondria and the 
stolen feminine coding. The Magnum Opus of Alchemy was 
well known and the Magi were coerced by the Tyrant Gog, 
and made a Faustian pact. He sold his soul with the divine 
human birthright.  

Mahatmas are evolved men: adepts, masters, sages, seers, 
and Guardians. They are the essence of man, the kosmic fire. 

Manakel is the Guard of the Order, master of the sea. 
INITIATES may summon him for his psychic ability and 
knowledge of the ocean tides.

Manifestation is the inherent ability to visualize and manifest. 
In the AR thought and action are not discernible.There are 
manifestations on various planes of existence: divine plane, 
spiritual plane and the corresponding descending stages of 
the chain. 

The Monad is the Permanent Seed Atom. The Monadic light generates into the Diamond Blueprint. The Monad ignites the Amoraea 
Flame. The activated Seed Atom generates the instruction set for the Matrix. It is a composite heterogeneous particle.

Moon Chain Beings are soulless beings, like the Greys and Zetas, that have been cloned and used by the Annunaki, Draconian (Negative 
Alien Races). They serve as “workers” on various planets. Moon Chain races are the Refugee Races that came from exploding planets in 
our Solar System. Moon Chain lineages are remnants from other cycles of evolution in our Solar System. The Moon chain lineages have 
been directly involved both karmically and technologically with the “Sexual Misery” program in the human race during this dark age. 
The sexual misery program is to distort, manipulate and abuse the sexual energies that incarnated on this planet.

Moon Chain (lunar) lineages on the Earth are lineages not indigenous to the earth but came through the process of invasion and deception. 

The moon is an artificial satellite is that is locked into orbit with the earth body’s magnetic core. It was brought here during the last war 
between the Pleadians and Reptilians. The moon is a craft stolen from war and stripped to be refitted for its current use as a Reptilian 
and Grey Alien base. Apparently, there are many beings living inside of it, even now. Its use was for practical reasons to be able to have 
a “moon base” in close proximity to monitor and adjust the magnetic fields of the planet.

Moon Arc Guardians are of the Aquamarine Ray energy, a Magnetic force powering up in our 
Earth Core (through the newly reconnected 7D frequency flood). The Guardians have created a 
hole in the mind control frequency (NET) and reconnected the original Blueprint to the Aqualine 
Sun. It is through the Aquarian Proton Seed and Aqualine Sun that the Blueprint of the fifth race 
have escalated. The Luminal light from Andromeda Core is flooding Earth, an Indigo wave. That 
which has been dormant is waking.

Mu is the common reference for Lemuria.
 
Mumiah is an Angel of the Order of Longevity. INIITATES can summon him for health and vigor.

Munkir is an Angel of the Order of Justice. He is dark skinned with piercing blue-eyes. He 
examines the souls of the recently departed to determine if they are worthy.

Muriet is the Guardian of the Order who holds dominion over the sun. INITIATES can summon 
her to assist in moments of despair or anguish, where there are no rays of light. 



The Mysteries are divided into two general parts, the Less Mysteries and the Greater Mysteries. The Less Mysteries are largely 
composed of rituals or ceremonies; the Greater Mysteries are composed of study of the doctrines and personal experience in initiation 
(experiantial knowing). In the Greater Mysteries the secret meaning of the High Guardians and the Life Force is manifest. The 
mysteries are the initiations in the Matrix. They are experienced in the quantum cultures or Stargates that access the cycles. 

Negative Alien Agenda or Malevolent Aliens Archon is a reference to the Malevolent aliens and the Dark New World Order. The 
agenda conflicts with the original Guardian blueprint and intent of the Matrix simulation. They employ dark tactics to corrupt the humanity 
through mind control and genetics. Phantom Grids or PIN are superimposed on the Matrix, manipulating the simulation to serve their agenda. 

N.A.A. Minaret (Krystal Star Spires) refers to the Guardian forces that determined that the black heart systems were being fed by the 
larger networks of frequency reversals and powered by reversal Metatronic Cube alien technology. One such “power plant” cube is the 
Black Stone Cube (Kabba). Tens of millions of beings are hard wired into the black cube and their life force is used to power the Negative 
Alien Agenda (NAA) network in that region. Some of these beings are incarnated on earth but others were trapped in the dimensional 
planes through soul “binding”. This physical network is comprised of thousands of Mosque Minarets, physical and etheric structures that 
were designed to be point holders of reversal frequency which reinforce and run the reversal net systems throughout multiple dimensions.

Nakim (ELs or Elder Race) are giants. They are a genetic anomaly. They range from 9-12 feet in height. They have 
been encountered in the extensive cavern systems of North America. They are of Evadamic descent and interstellar.

Nakir is a High Guardian with piercing blue-eyes and dark skin. He greets the deceased in the final judgement. 

Nature, the consciousness of nature, is composed of vast hierarchies of gods, developed cosmic spirits and entities. 
The material side of nature is the heterogeneous matter, the material world in its various planes — all filled with 
armies of entities. The proper term for nature in modern nature is prakriti. When an INITIATE refers to nature, it is 
not restricted to the physical world alone, but the vast universal kosmos and the inner realms.

 

NAA Invasion occurred when the Planetary Matrix was 
invaded and corrupted by the Reptilian Controllers (Archons) 
of the MAA. The planet and our race were no longer free to 
evolve per the original  human Blueprint. Humans corrupted 
by the phantom grids have had no memory on the Astral 
Plane. The majority of humans have had their memory wiped 
with remnants of purpose. 

The alien agenda is being affected by the Indigo Flood of 
the 7D ray. Humanity is (re)gaining consciousness. INITIATES 
entering the Matrix are humans affected by the flood. The 
sequence of floods is the pattern of the cycles. The initial 
flood is light, an awakening. There is a Reckoning prior to 
the Reaping. The Prophecy decrees the harvesting of the 
seeds, marked by the seal of the lamb. 

Negative Aliens or Malevolent Aliens are a 
consortium of beings that have severed (or 
in certain instances never attained) the con-
nection to El Elyon and the life force. They 
are utilizing Root Races and other universal 
beings as a resource for consumption. Negative 
Aliens are referred to as Negative Forms, 
Shadows or Phantom bodies.

Nemamiah is a High Guardian of Justice. He 
is considered a lesser archangel. He is Chief 
in the Order of Innocents, those that cannot 
defend themselves, such as children and 
animals. 

Negative Grey Aliens (Zeta-Dracos and their 
Black Sun Hybrids) and Annunaki Reptilians 
(Belial Sun Hybrids) have adopted the False 
Ascension Matrix 5D Timelines as their personal 
agenda to harvest, interbreed and control 
humanity to serve their personal agendas, 
now and in future. 

 
Neonates are an extremely intelligent telepathic alien species. They are 
short in stature with fetus-like facial appearance. They are thin with light 
gray to dark cream-colored skin, resembling Greys. They are distinguished 
by their eyes, as the Neonates have pupils and the Greys eyes are black. 
A species of Neonates were involved in the Roswell New Mexico UFO 
crash in 1947. They originated from the Zeta Riticuli star system.

Nephilim were created during the end of 2nd Seeding of the Annunaki 
breeding program. The Nephilim were born from kidnap, rape and 
forced breeding with the human women of the earth. They were genetic 
hybrids of the Oraphim (fallen angelic) and Reptilian Races. They were 
bred by the MA, susceptible to mind control, aggressive and powerful. 

This genetical tampering with the human race was not in the prophecy 
and interfered with the Free Will granted humans in the Matrix. The 
Guardians (Elohim) incited a conflict and the factions of the Nephilim 
began a civil war. The war expanded to the Annunaki and their network 
of sympathizers, such as the Dracs and Sirian Hybrids. 



The Nephilim Wars forced the Guardians to abort the second seeding. They reorganized for the next evolutionary cycle. This 
cycle was the Luciferian Rebellion which occurred in the Atlantian Cataclysm timelines.

Nephilim offspring are the savage giants who pillaged the earth. Samyaza was a Lord of the Nephilim and had human armies as 
well as giants. He had advanced technologies of war, such as weaponry and sorcery. 

Ultimately to destroy the Nephilim Elyon floods the Earth. The Watchers are bound in the valleys of the Earth until the Reckoning, 
in everlasting chains and darkness. Nephilim Watchers were the fragmented consciousness enmeshed with the lower demonic spirits 
(fallen angelics) of the dense levels of matter. 

Many of the Nephilim were destroyed on the earth during the Nephilim Wars and their fragmented consciousness become 
enmeshed with the lower demonic spirits. Some of these entities bound to the earth became known as the Watchers. The 
Watchers are comprised of both Nephilim and Fallen Angelic fragments such as Belial and Baal entities. Over time the fragments 
evolved into many lower spirit hierarchies of entities, trapped within the earth fields unable to evolve or heal.

NET (Nibiru Electrostatic Transduction) was a field anchored into Earth using the NDC and Nibiru Crystal Temple Network 
during the Luciferian Rebellion, 25,500 BC. By impinging scalar sonic pulses at the Earth’s inner grid system an ‘interference’ 
pattern or electrostatic force-field was created, enshrouding the Earth. This NET has the effect of buffering (stopping) incoming 
and outgoing signals, in particular to the higher dimensions, creating a kind of quarantine. It isolates humanity from Source 
and hte force energy. The force-field is a holographic insert. Surveillance of the Illuminati by the Guardians is also blocked due 
to the cloaking effect---it causes ‘false readings’. This D4 (4th dimensional) NET is said to be an ‘astral mess’. It was fortified 
in 9558 BC and has since been progressively blocking all natural communications to and from Earth. Preparations have been 
made by the Anunnaki to lower the NET from D4 to D3 which will then form a ‘frequency fence’ and further control. 

Nisroc is an Angel of the Order of Freedom.

NM is an inorganic (negative) Machinery which has corrupted 
the Matrix and humanity. They genetically tampered with 
pair bonding of DNA that manifests as male/female genetic 
inequality from the energetic levels. They endorse destructive 
cultural stigmas and dogma with regard to gender inferiority 
and gender equality.

Peace is repugnant to Malevolent Aliens. The negative machinery 
magnifies the fear provoked by domination and hatred. The 
MA regard humans as not simply an inferior race, a resource. 
The Annunaki Reptilians have surfaced in cult soceities, such as 
the Illuminati. They are experimenting with pure blood genetics. 
They trace DNA lines and propagate controlled Eugenics in the 
bloodlines. They are corrupting the blueprint and cross-breeding 
to produce a mutant hybrids. 

Through Eugenics and NM they orchestrate holocausts, blood 
sacrifices and wars. They are able to purge humanity of undesired 
genetic mutations. To achieve their ends, women must not be 
equals but breeders. They further damage human genetic DNA 
material by programming hate and race discrimination into the 
gene pool. This level of genetic manipulation is responsible for 
human genetic diseases. These diseases and gene mutations are 
the product of Eugenics and humanities imposed mental illness, a 
dark mental plague. This tactic has been employed every cycle.

Nordic Aliens are a group of humanoid extraterrestrials who resemble Nordic-Scandanavians. 
Nordics provided esoteric rituals, racial purity or Eugenics and alien military technological 
information to Hitlers Schutzstaffe (SS). 

Nyx is a shadowy fallen angelic figure. She has exceptional beauty and power. She has 
seduced high Guardians.

Occultism is the science of things hidden. 

Om is a holy word. It is a syllable of invocation, as well as of benediction and of affirmation. 
The sacred word used in meditation in Atlantis was Tau (the ancient equivalent of the word 
Om). 

Omniel is an Angel of the Order of the Force, energy of the source creator. 

Ongkanon is an Angel of the Order of Truth.

Oraphim are the Double Diamond Sun Body of the Christos that are here on planet to 
direct the Universal Threefold Founder Flame Frequencies and repair the architecture of the 
planetary grid. They facilitate communication with the Aurora for the Aurora Krystal Matrix 
Re-Encryption with the Master Christos Collective, a consortium of beings that are from the 
Seven Higher Heavens realms. These are the Ancient Master builders that are also called 
Guardian Host.



The Oraphim are the original Builder Guardian Races with specialized blueprint forms that were used as a prototype body for the 6D 
Indigo consciousness. The blueprint bodies were stepped down in frequency as the 3D consciousness human forms were not able to hold 
the genetic material of a full Oraphim consciousness. The Oraphim blueprint is a Lyran-Sirian shape shifter consciousness that has the 
ability to biologically transmute itself in the Matrix. It sustains the Threefold Founder Flames (the Primal Sound Fields of the Blue Ray, Gold 
Ray and Magenta/Violet Ray GSF) and directs the Spectrum of Frequency of all of the Founder Races of the Christos Consciousness. An 
Oraphim is a full Rainbow Crystal Matrix Being.

The Male Oraphim form carries a stronger electrical field and specializes in electrical field transmission, while the Female Oraphim 
carries the magnetic field and specializes in magnetic reception. In union they have the strongest ability of any biological race to transmit 
and receive the Threefold Founder Flame (Founder Frequencies or GSF to structurally repair the Universal Blueprint Bodies to our density). 
They are the Keepers of the Matrix. The flood of light is illumianting the Oraphim. They are occasionally referred to as the Blue Ray 
consciousness. They are cosmic parents of the Indigo races and are accessible and able to support the incarnated Indigo races as they 
raise our vibrational consciousness and magnetize the Matrix. These Blue Ray Races have been recently introduced via 13th gate circuits 
of Mother Arc reconnected into our planetary grid and its holographic matrix field.

An oracle is a person or agency considered to provide wise and insightful counsel or prophetic predictions or precognition of the future, 
inspired by the gods. It is a form of divination.

Oracle Bones is a method of geometrical divination. It uses cleromancy to divine the game mechanics which produce random numbers. 
Four numbers, 6 to 9, are turned into a hexagram which when arranged are an order known as the King Wen sequence or the Seven 
Kingdoms. The interpretation of the symbols offer guidance for the INITIATE. Cleromancy is a method of divination that interprets random 
markings with a process of recursion and analysis.

Oracle cards are a diviniation tool. They resemble tarot deck but are less structured. 

The Orion Group is a Satanic force that has a predatorial ideology that 
uses females as slaves or breeders, while seeking territorial dominion 
on other planets imposing their brutal culture. Their position in the MA 
and its consortium of Negative Aliens is called the Black Sun Program.

Orifiel is the Angel of the Order of the Wilderness.

Paramatman is the primordial self, the Soul. It is detachment of the 
physical plane; it is void of ego and material desire. 

Paschar is an Angel of the Order of Vision.  Paschar veils the physical 
plane and the heavens. He gaurds the gate from the consciousness to 
the unconsciousness, reality and illusion. He should be summoned by 
the INITIATE for third eye clairvoyance. 

The Path is the intrinsic faculties or powers of the Life Force within an 
INITIATE. It is a path of self-reliance on Source. 

Personality is the lower man: all the psychical and astral and physical 
impulses and thoughts and tendencies. It is the reflection in matter of 
the individuality; but being material thing it can lead us astray. It is hte 
the mask, the veil, through which the individuality acts.

Penemue is a watcher in Enochian. He is an Angel associated with Abraxiel (Abraxas) of the Order of Healing Angelics or Labbim.

Perpetiel is an Angel of the Order of Victory in combat. He encourages our hopes and dreams.

The Phantom Matrix is a formation of the lower frequencies and fragmentation of our (12D) time matrix, manifesting as a separate 
entity. It is the product of repeated abuse from advanced scalar-pulse technologies in an 11D black-hole system. The Guardians have 
secured the separation by means of the time wall to shield the invader negative aliens and prevent further destruction of the Matrix.

Phoenix Grid is the Phoenix wormhole created in the time 
wall by the Pleiadian-Niburian Anunnaki. It was anchored 
into Earth, the NDC, and the NET, through Stargate 4 at 
Giza, Egypt, and links to phantom Nibiru (in the Phantom 
Matrix). This would cause ‘fallen’ portions of Earth to form 
an inhabitable moon around planet phantom Nibiru. The 
Phoenix APIN runs East on a line through Giza and Iran Gate. 

The Draconians and Zeta Rigelians replicated the Phoenix 
with their Falcon wormhole, intending to take the Phoenix 
as the full Falcon APIN was installed. The Philadelphia 
Experiment of 1943 expanded this wormhole port interface 
system, which runs on reverse D10 current and connects 
Earth to Phantom Earth. The NAA intends to use it to take 
over the Dragon Grid APIN during the end of the Ascension 
Cycle. The Dove Grid APIN was linked to the NDC and 
connected to the Phoenix Grid. 

PIN systems are the Pylon Implant Networks



The Pistis Sophia is a high light gaurdian of the 13th Aeon. She is in the upper echelon of Light. She incurred the hatred of Authades. 
One of the Archontes of the 13th Aeon, and of the twelve Archontes under him, deceived her with a false light, enticing Sophia into the 
Abyss of Chaos. In the abyss she was deprived of her own robe of light. In seven penitential prayers, she set forth a humble plea to the 
Guardians of Light, a prayer for deliverance. The Guardians and Elyon sought her delivery to the Echelons of Light where she resides. 

Plane(s) refer to the various ranges or steps of a hierarchical ladder or Echelon.

Planetary Chain is the cosmic body or globe, whether it is a sun or planet, nebula or comet, atom or electron. It is a composite entity 
comprised of invisible energies and substances and of a visible physical vehicle or body. These elements all together number seven (or 
twelve), being what is called the seven principles or elements of every self-contained entity.

Planetary Stargate Systems are the Earth’s connection points or Portals into the Galactic and Universal Stargate Systems. They were 
once sealed off and closed, but now these Stargates are progressively opening during the Ascension Cycle. See the Precession of the 
Equinoxes. The organic Planetary Stargate System or Universal Tree of Life Templar opening has been damaged from MA and the Alien 
Machinery abuse from the Negative Aliens collaboration to control the earth. This necessitated Krystal Star Guardian intervention and 
this intervention is referred to as Ascension Plan B with Mission Upgrades. 

Planetary Stargate Systems or Planetary Stargates are the Earth’s connection points that access the Galactic and Universal Stargate 
Systems. They were once sealed off, but now these Stargates are progressively opening during the Ascension Cycle. See the Precession of 
the Equinoxes. The original entrance to the Planetary Stargate System (Universal Tree of Life Templar) has been damaged by the MA and 
the Alien Machinery abuse from the Negative Aliens and the Dark Legion. Each war took a toll on the Stargate System. One such war 
in human history was called the Electric Wars. This necessitated Krystal Star Guardian intervention and this intervention is referred to as 
Ascension Plan B with Mission Upgrades. Science refers to these energy vortices as wormholes.

There are six main Planetary Grid Networks that are consciousness source fields that feed into the ley line networks and their many 
tributaries. The Guardians and Peacekeepers monitor the planetary consciousness networks. They are referred to as PEG or Planetary 
Emancipation Gridwork projects. They are stewarded by the Krystal Star and Threefold Founder Flame Oraphim Guardian host that 
serve the Law of One, known as the Planetary Ascension Plan B mission upgrades for GSF.

There are seven main Planetary Grid Networks (Stargates)
Great White Lion (GWL) - Guardian of Verticals (Water)
Golden Eagle Grid (GEG) - Guardian of Horizontals (Air)
Sacred Blue Cow Grid (SBC) - Guardian of Blue Ray (Earth)
Four Pillars of Man Grid (FPM) - 12 Guardians of the Shield (Fire)
Mother Arc Hubs - Trans-Harmonic Gate (Ether)
Aurora Portal Network - Inner Hub or Parallel Gate (Astral)
Krystal Cathedral - Intergalactic Gate (Krystal Star)

Principles of Man 7 are the seven principles of man are the seven cosmic principles applied to humanity. They are 
the seven cosmic principles, limited in their action by the workings of the law of karma. These principles of man are 
reckoned as seven in the philosophy by which the human spirit and psyche function. Man’s composite nature 
is constituted by the triad, a division into three (being spirit, soul, and body). This is coupled with the quaternary 
which is the four lower planes.

Psychic Powers are the lowest powers of the intermediate or soul-nature in the human being. Human mental and 
emotional thoughts can be manipulated by our conscious will. Humanity has psychic powers but the we lack 
discipline and awareness. It is this part of our nature that we cannot control the ordinary psycho-astral-physical 
powers that we have access to. The INITIATE will cultivate their psychic powers.

The Pyramids were built to pull in high frequencies from Sirius B. They were acting as a Guardian host due to the 
Sirian-Annunaki teritorial conflicts. Sirius B gave humanity the technology for teleportation and hybridization, a new 
hosting was initiated, the Melchizedek Ascension Host. 

The Quaternary (and The Triad) are the four lower principles in the seven principles of man. The distinction between 
the personality and the immortal soul is that drawn between the lower quaternary of the human constitution and the 
three higher principles of the constitution or higher triad. The higher triad is the immortal soul; the personality is the 
lower quaternary. They consistute human existence. The personality consists of the cummulative characteristics, 
memories, impulses and karmic attributes of a human life. The immortal soul is the aeonic ego, deathless. It is the 
individuality through its ray or human astral-vital body. It reincarnates in a series of personalities in the Matrix. 

 

Queen of the Daoine Sidhe is the wife of the High King Finvarra and was 
named Oona. She is known as Morgan Le Fey (Morgana of the fairies). She 
is beautiful, seductive and deadly. She is a fairy queen and said to pay a 
tithe to Hell every seven years. Her mortal lovers provide this ritual sacrifice. 

Raguel is an Archangel of the Order of the Echelon of Angels. He is  an 
angel of Earth, a guardian of the second heaven. 

Rajas is one of the three gunas or “qualities” in the correlations of force and 
matter, the other two being respectively sattva and tamas. Rajas is longing 
and passion--one of the three divisions of nature. 

Red Serpent is a form that Satan or Lucifer assumes in the Prophecy. 

Regina Angelium is the Queen of the Echelon of Angels.

Re-brid are ‘Hybrids’ possessing no soul-matrix. Some possess human-like 
genetic coding but have no seed or ‘soul’. It must be understood that the 
Reptilians are far more adaptable than humans, physically able to shape-
shift and alter their genetics.  



Sandalphon is an Angel of the Order of Power. He is a high angellic prince. He oversees the powers given to the angels, including 
strength, abundance, beauty and joy. Sandalphon provides wisdom and self-forgiveness in accepting our power. INITIATES should 
summon him if they are holding fears and imbalances which are blockages to the force, claiming our power.

Sariel is an Angel of the Order of Guidance. He is one of the seven Archangels. He is a high angellic prince. He is responsible for 
the fallen angelics that violate Elyon’s sacred ordinances. Sariel is considered the prince of presence and an angel of healing. 

Sasquans are humanoids that are larger with fur. They are troglodytial or cavern-dwellers, although they have been known to 
forage through mountainous or wooded areas on the surface scavening food. They are more human in appearance than animals. 
They resemble apes and are strict vegetarians. They have been forced to live a largely subterrain life. They are a hybrid of the  
antediluvian humans and sapians.

Reptilians or Reptiods are a variety of Reptilian species that are 
non hominid, bipedal and cold blooded. They have reptilian 
features of greenish grey reptile skin with eyes that have slits.  
They range in height and have tails and sheaths which hide their 
sexual organs. A majority of reports claim they are malevolent but 
they have had benevolent interactions too.
Root Cycles
Cycle 1 Hyperborean *Electric Wars
Cycle 2 Diluvian *Nephilim
Cycle 3 Lemuria *Jurassic
Cycle 4 Atlantis *Dragon Thevetat
Cycle 5 Aryan *Artificial Intelligence
Cycle 6 Muvarian *Seal of the Innocent
Cycle 7 Paradisian *Crystal Cathedral
*refer to Glossary titles

Samyaza is a fallen angelic, ranked in the heavenly hierarchy as a watcher. 

Sammael is an Archangel. He is Lord of the Order of Souls. He is the chief ruler of the fifth heaven and is sent by Elyon to deliver 
the souls of the high dead (Moses). He is wed to Lileth. He is a dark and light angel. 

Sachael is an Angel of the Order of Water. She is a calming angel. INITIATES can appeal to this angel for clarity of thought, purity 
and serenity of heart. This calming angel grants tranquility to our minds and relieves fears and phobias.

Sacramen or the Tomb of Martyrs is the container which holds the Martyred Saints (refer to the Prophecy). 

The salamander is an amphibian of the order Urodela. Salamanders have a lizard-like form, but are ascribed an affinity with 
fire, sometimes specifically elemental fire. They are elementals. 

Samandiriel  is an Angel of Imagination. INITIATES should summon her to visualize (transform) their environment. 

Second Death describes the simple division of man into spirit, soul, and body: 
the first death is the physical body; the second death is the withdrawal of the 
spirit from the soul. 

A Seed Fear is a genetically rooted fear resulting from a traumatic experi-
ence that established a cellular memory of the planetary energy matrix, 
reflected in the human energy matrix.

Seeding One of the 7D Earth provoked a series of wars called the Electric 
Wars, conflicts over the dominion of the Earth and Humanity. The Lyran 
Wars with the Orion Group destroyed Lyran planets. Race War Conflicts 
continued after the Orion Wars in Lyra. The wars were over the genetic 
mutations and DNA damage with subsequent genetic digression. 

The Lyrans and the Guardians negotiated a settlement to ensure that humanity 
would evolve in lower dimensions of the Earth. It was decided that the Matrix 
would be sealed from the higher realms temporarily to protect the higher 
dimensions and entities from the distortions and genetic mutations that had 
occurred. Humans would undergo gradual genetic repair to reassemble DNA.

Seraphiel is a High Prince of the Angelic Order 
of the Guardians. He has an angelic face but the 
body of an eagle. The eagle has so many eyes 
that they cannot be counted. They shine like stars. 

Serpentine Reptilians are snake like in appearance 
with yellow to red irises and elongated pupils. They 
have viper shaped heads, long tails and snake like 
scales. They are a subterranean species. 

Seven is a sacred number. It is a septenary universe.

Shekinah is an Angel of Order of Unity. She 
inspires mortals to be just and fair. She exists in the 
Matrix and should be summoned for illumination. 

Shemael is an Angel of the Order of Gratitude. 
INITIATES should summon him if they require clarity 
of mind and true appreciation of our environment.

Samyaza is the lord high of the Watchers. He 
was consumed with lust for mortal women. He 
states addressing the Watchers: “I fear ye will 
not indeed agree to do this deed, and I alone 
shall have to pay the penalty of a great sin.” 
And they all answered him and said: “Let us all 
swear an oath, and all bind ourselves by mutual 
imprecations not to abandon this plan but to do 
this thing.” Then sware they all together and 
bound themselves to the Earth in chains, until the 
Reckoning. Samyaza and the Watchers begot 
giant offspring, the Nephilim, that dominated the 
Earth and feasted upon humans. 

The Watchers second transgression was to teach 
humans creative combat, dark arts. Samyaza
instructed Azazael’s in the secrets of war. Their 
betrayal ultimately provoked the wrath of Elyon 
and the flood sequence of the Diluvian cycle.
  



Shifting Carbon Density the task of the initial Matrix, to anchor the initial 5 DNA strands 
(*refer to the Soul Matrix). The original intent was to re-evolve the human template as a 12 
strand DNA (*refer to Silicate Matrix), 12 simultaneous dimensions of existence retaining 
form. The form would be less dense, in terms of the carbon material our physical elemental 
body is comprised of with modern man. It would be a silicate or etheric Plasma Wave. The 
Guardians are clearing the carbon based density out of our molecular and subatomic structures, 
anchoring our crystalline structure, a silicate base. It is an alchemy, a refined state of 
oscillating patterns of higher vibration. The process is Ascension or Transcendence. 

The Sibylline Oracles are divinitation or oracular utterances compiled and preserved of the 
Sibyls, prophetesses who uttered divine revelations in a frenzied state. There are fourteen 
books and eight fragments of Sibylline Oracles.

Shushienae is an Angel of the Order of Purity. She is responsible for assisting us in achieving 
purity of body and mind by infusing us with energetic love. 

Siddhārtha Gautama is a High Gaurdian Master that serves El Elyon

Solomons’s Temple housed the Arc of the Covenant. Destroyed by the Babylonians of Nebuchadnezzar II. Remnants of the 
temple are the wailing wall.

Soul is the incarnated spirit. The spirit manifests in seven rays, and each ray is a soul. On the higher planes the soul manifests 
as a pillar of ligh. The various ray-souls on the inferior planes are progressively more dense, as the planes of matter descend 
and are more compact. The final soul incarnates in the physical body, the vehicle or container for the 7 souls. 

A soul fragments can occur with any intense trauma, it shuts down the soul connection and systematically splinters the layers 
of the mental bodies. If this is not healed, the soul fragments are unable to embody, and exist in fragments strewn across the 
planetary consciousness grids. The physical result is that the soul disconnects from its incarnated human body. (The soul may 
exist in millions of fragments, rather than integrated to be embodied.)

Spirit is the immortal element, the deathless flame within humanity. It is immortal. It was never was born and cannot die. 
It has an essence that pervades the various planes it inhabits, the rays or garments of our soul. The spirit is the Force.

Synthetics are reptilians and human in appearance but utilize AI organisms. Draconians as well as humans have developed 
bio-synthetic or mechanical functions as extensions of their human traits. Synthetics are an army of the New World Order.
They are the new army, bio-genetic forms that are AI but appear human. They can be inhabited by the fallen angelics. They 
enabling Satan and his Demon Army to operate in the physical realm, without possession or mind control. 

The reptilians have created the Synthetics with organs obtained from animal and human mutilation victims or the black mar-
ket. The synthetics are human-like and often used to infiltrate organizations or communities. They have a faint resemblance to 
Greys but are very human in appearance. Their flesh is a synthetic mold, containing a sponge substance which permeates the 
interior. On the surface appears and feels like flesh. 
 
A Stargate is a vortex of energy that accesses other dimensions within mutliverse. Stargates are an organic part of the 
the mechanics of the Matrix and function as the core holographic architecture. There are 7 Planetary Stargates. The 
main planetary gates open into the Galactic and Universal Stargates at the end of evolutionary cycles. These were 
sealed off by the Guardian Founder Races due to severe damage by the MA in the third cycle. In the fourth cycle the 
MA sealed the 7th Ray. As a result Starseeds and Indigos have agreed to incarnate on the planet during the Ascension 
cycle to help repair planetary Ley Lines and embody Stargates. The planetary alignment of 2012 opened the Stargates. 

Sophia the twin flame of the High Lord 
Chohan. The Angelics have a twin flame, 
as do the soul races. 

Soqed Hozi is and Angel of the Order of 
Partnering. INITIATES should summon him 
in the Matrix if they are collaborating.  

The Solomon Shield is a collective buffer 
field (3-6-9 Rod Repair) and horizontal 
network created for the Matrix to ensure 
an alternative evolution timeline during the 
Ascension Plan B mission by the Guardians. 
The shield anchors the Consciousness 
Corridor, an array of Guardian Host time
lines for identifying and locating lost or 
fragmented souls that have been damaged 
by Alien Machinery or harvested by the 
MA on Earth, in the last cycle.Sirius Beings are the Dogon of Sudan, Africa.They received their vast  knowledge of the stars from aliens, called Nommos. They 

were amphibian beings sent to Earth from Sirius for the benefit of humanity. The Sumerians depicted their gods as hybrids, half 
human and half fish. They claimed these gods fell from the sky.

Sirius Reptilians are an aquatic reptilian species from our neighboring Dog Star Sirius. They ares bipedal, average in height with 
webbed hands and feet and gills. They appear to be he half human, half fish or merpeople. Their species have underwater bases 
on earth.

Sons of Belial or Belial Suns are Annunaki Human Hybrids including the Nephilim. Originally from Sirian, Pleiadian Constellation 
they are nomads. They have 9-10-11 DNA strands. This created planetary DNA mutations, and wars over genetics. The Sons of 
Belial are of the Pre-Adamic race and refuted the existence of Elyon, focusing on the material pleasure of the physical realm. 

Solar Cross or the Cosmic Sun is being re-encrypted with new Aurora elementals. 

Subterranean Reptilians are a species of Reptiods that inhabit the subterraneous areas of Earth, the Moon and Mars. They are Earths 
original inhabitants, driven underground by rogue aliens  called Terrans. 

Seraphiel is a High Prince of the Angelic Order of the 
Guardians. He has an angelic face but the body of an 
eagle. The eagle has so many eyes that they cannot be 
counted. They shine like stars. 

Serpentine Reptilians are snake like with yellow/red irises 
and elongated pupils. They have viper shaped heads, long 
tails and scales. They are a subterranean species. 

Seven is a sacred number. It is a septenary universe.

Shekinah is an Angel of Order of Unity. She inspires mor-
tals to be just and fair. She exists in the Matrix and should 
be summoned for illumination. 

Shemael is an Angel of the Order of Gratitude. INITIATES 
should summon him if they require clarity of mind and true 
appreciation of our environment.



The mind manipulation of consciousness technology was installed with phantom grids (superimposed on existing Guardian Grids) which 
magnified the energy. The operation was covert, there was no govermental allegiance. The Black Magic practiced was a form of Satan-
ism. Advanced Satanic rituals include Blood Sacrifice, Pedophilia and Sodomy. They are typically targeting immortality and the lust for 
power and domination. Crowley fell prey to his desire. He was a High White Magician prior to the episode in Cairo. 

Twilight Masters are reptilian Vampires in the MA. They manipulate energies through dark psychic attack and mind control methods to 
increase human slavery. They are imposing the psychopathic agenda of the MA. Similar to the Malevolent Aliens and the Sons of Belial 
they have no regard for humanity, they are amoral. 

Twilight Language are tantric texts written in a secret language, the Hevajra. The texts cannot be understood without the oral translation 
of Guardians of the Order of Vajrayana.

UIR (United Invader Resistance) are the principal players in the intergalactic battle. They are the Pleiadian-Nibiruian-Luciferic Anunnaki, 
alliance. They rallied the Andromie Anunnaki, the Jehovian Anunnaki, the Dracos Zeta, the Drakonians and Zeta Rigelians to their cause. 
In 2000 these factions united to form the UIR (United Invader Resistance), a temporary alliance in an attempt to defeat the Guardians.

Undines or ondines are a category of elemental beings associated with water. Undines are primarily female and are usually found in 
forest pools and waterfalls. The group contains many species, including nereides, limnads, naiades and mermaids. Although resembling 
humans in form they lack a human soul. They can gain immortality by marrying a human. They are beautiful and seductive and mortal 
men are eager to enter the contract but such a union is not without risk for the man. If a human is unfaithful to a Undine the betrayal is 
paid with their sacrifice. 

Tabbris, is an Angel of the Order of Will. 
.
Taharial is an Angel of the Order of Purification. INITIATES should summon 
him for purification of our spirit or to cleanse negative energy.

Tamiel is a fallen Angelic, the fifth of the 20 Watchers that lead the 200 
fallen angels.

Tantra/Tantric contains five studies: (1) the manifestation or evolution 
of the universe; (2) its destruction; (3) the worship or adoration of the 
Source Creator; (4) the attainment of desires with the Force energy; (5) 
modes or methods of union. Some of the rites or ceremonies practiced 
incorporate tantric sexual practices. 

Taygeteans are Nordic type humans based in the Pleiadean Taygeta systems, 
which were allegedly colonized after their former planet in the Lyra constellation 
was invaded by neosaurian aliens. 
 
Telosians are tall blond inhabitants of a network of subsurface antediluvian 
colonies located throughout the Western States, and concentrated around Mt. 
Shasta in Northern California. They are referred to erroneously as Lemurians 
or Mu as it is believed that the cavern cities which they have built were once 
part of an antediluvian civilization Lemuria.
 
Tiamat was the Living Goddess of the 10th Gate of planet earth, in what was formerly Sumeria. Tiamat was the female Planetary Logos 
a 5D planet. She was a high gatekeeper of the Matrix on our planet and in our Solar System. She was exploded into bits by the Moon 
Chain lineages and Nibiru who used her essence to recreate the lunar forces and to replicate her female essence to force her to birth 
creatures in reversal formats (anti-life). 

The female consciousness of the planet Tiamat was Sophianic, so when the Christos Sophia was trapped and fragmented, her consciousness 
descended into a collective body known as the Achamoth. Achamoth is the wounded fragmented body parts which were collected and 
imprisoned by the MA and Dark Legion in the 2D Underworld to incubate or impregnate Archontic creations. She was imprisoned in 
the Earth in the Negative Form which manifested as the Baphomet realms when the lower spirits of Satanic nature abused her forces. All 
Satanists use the Baphomet fields trapped in the earth as the female principle used in their conjuring or worshiping rituals.

Third Hierarchy of the Fallen includes Human Souls in the cycle 
of earthly reincarnation that have digressed to Jin, a shadow 
creature, no longer human. The fallen retains fragments of the 
higher spirit realms of which it has been disconnected. The seeds 
of Azazael which form the Watchers hierarchies are Nephilim 
consciousness fragments bound in the earth. 

Tothian Grids are the collective consciousness of Black Magic 
Grids controlled and installed by the consciousness of an Atlantian 
Solar Lord–Aleister Crowley and his mentor Thoth and for the MA. 
According to remote session intelligence collected and Guardian 
mentorship, Aleister Crowley is a key figure in cooperating with 
the MA, starting from Grey Alien contact with a entity called 
Aiwass made in Cairo, Egypt in April 1904. 

Ummites are humans claiming to hail from the Wolf 424, 14-plus light years from the Earth-Sol 
system. They have ancient ties with the Lyran colonies. The Ummites (from the planet Ummo) are 
like the Lyrans-Pleiadeans said to be Scandinavian in appearance, Nordic.

Urantian are humanoid aliens of the Urantia Brotherhood are benevolent masters. They have 
incarnated on Earth to assist humanity in the Reckoning. They serve Elyon with the Guradians and 
Peacekeepers. A subculture or cult of the Book of Urantia exists, similar to the Raelians.

Uriel is an Archangel of the Fire of God. His flame ignites the mortal fire. He grants the power 
of prophecy and therefore inspires our clairvoyant and psychic abilities. He is the Chief in the 
Order of High Guardians. He stands at the Gate with a fiery sword, delivering the lamb. 

Urim is an Angel of the Order of Light. He illuminates the path.

Vampurian Reptilians or Vamps are a species of reptilian that sustains their life force by 
siphoning off human energies and emotions. They are shorter than humans with a projecting 
lump on their forehead. They have elongated arms and legs and their bodies are reptilian, 
bipedal. Their hands have four digits with dark talons. Their eyes are red with slits for pupils. 
They are a hybrid species.  

Vegan aliens are malevolent descendants from refugees from the Lyran Wars, who work closely 
with other refugee-colonists now living in the Pleiades, Wolf 424, and across the galaxy (Evadamic). 
There is a second group which are humanoid but with the characteristics of a reptile or insect. 
They have a greenish tint to their skin. They have abnormally large eyes. 

Venusians are humanoid aliens descended from Venus. They wear military uniforms and work with 
the world governments to monitoring Earths progress. They have underground bases in the Nevada.   

Vril is the life force of the universe. It is the energy source of the INITIATE, Guardians and Dark Legion.



Wand is symbolic for the element of Air (alternative rituals it may symbolize 
Fire).It can be made from any material, including wood, metal and rock. 
They may be set with gemstones or crystals to magnify and amplify power. 
Chalice (goblet) is symbolic for the element of Water. It is not a  tool, but a 
symbol of the Divine Feminine. The chalice bears many similarities with the 
Holy Grail, except for its symbolism. Rather than being the blood of Christ, it 
is symbolic of the womb. 
Weapons of Ritual (secondary----physical and psychic protection)
Amulet (Talisman) can be a crystal or a symbol 
Besom (broom) is often associated with the occult magic.
Boline is a white handled knife with a curved blade. It resembles a crescent 
moon. It is used for more practical uses than the athame, for instance for 
harvesting and cutting herbs, inscribing candles with symbols or sigils, 
or cutting ritual cords. Unlike the athame, the boline is used in the physical 
process of magical works (such as ritual cutting). The athame serves for ritual 
of the spiritual/astral planes and the boline serves for ritual and ceremony of 
the physical plane.
Censer and incense are the instruments used dispense incense in ceremony.
Cauldron is often associated with the occult but it is used for making brews 
(such as oils) and incense-burning. A fire is often lit or it may be filled with 
water. A cauldron can be used forscrying. 
Cingulum (Cincture) are cordsworn about the waist by adherents. These are 
often given to an INITIATE upon their initiation, and worn at each subsequent 
ritual. Traditionally they are seven feet in length, and are used to measure 
the circumference of the magic circle so that it can be set up correctly. The 
color of the INITIATES cingulum indicates what rank of initiation they are: 
red denotes the 1st ray, orange denotes the 2nd ray, yellow denotes the 3rd 
ray, green denotes the 4th ray, blue denotes the 5th ray, indigo  denotes the 
6th ray and violet denotes the 7th ray. 

Incense can ward off negative attack and influence. Sage is probably the most common, and certainly one of the 
most powerful. Others include angelica, cedar, eucalyptus, jasmine, lemongrass, pine. Certain scents may also 
attract powerful protection, such as Amber, Frankinscense, Myrhh. Sandalwood.
Circle of Light may be used for protection. Visualize yourself surrounded by light, use silver or gold. This should be 
a routine practice and engaged in any time you are summoning contact with other beings, entering the Matrix or 
practicing ritual magic.
Grounding is an energy practice used after ritual. Place your palms on the ground and visualize energy flowing 
from you. This exercise prevents stress and illness associated with the Force. This can be done in a shower too as 
water absorbs and releases negative energy (cleanse).
Pendulum dowsing is an art of divination that can be used for accessing information that is not yet known.
Prayer with the sign of the cross or pentagram if you come from these traditions. You may fold your hands or rub 
your thumbs and forefingers together, cross your fingers, cross your arms or legs or cover your solar plexus. All of 
these can be done in ritual prayer or ceremony. 
Jewellery can be protective and relevant with symbols, stones or crystals. 
Pour salt in a circle around yourself or your space. Salt is a purifier and protection. You may take a salt water bath to 
purify and clear negative energy or to prepare for ritual. Both water and salt are purifiers.
Scourge is used to flagellate members of the coven, primarily in initiation rites. The scourge stands for sacrifice and suf-
fering that an Initiate is willing to endure on the path.
Spear is used as a ritual tool it is symbolic not practical.
Smudge Stick or Smudging is the practice of cleaning an area and/or person with sage smoke. Used by fanning sage 
smoke clockwise around a person, pausing at the energy vortex. You can smudge mirrors and entries.
Vibratory incantations: Sing/Chant/Clap/Hum...sound raises your vibration and wards off demons. 
Vibration as Maintenance Protection are general protective techniques. Express Gratitude and Faith. Emanate light. If, 
in the moment, you hold fear, try and turn it to anger (a higher vibration). You are increasingly magnetic, like attracts like.

Winged Draconians or Dragons are tall reptilians with dark scales, elongated hands with four digits. They have thick 
black talons. Their features are pointed and angular. They have thin muscular bodies. They are dragon-like in appear-
ance. They have the ability to shape shit to propagate. They are hostile in their abductions. They typically occur at night, and 
they are able to manipulate and invade dreamscapes.  They feed of the emotions and energies of fear, anger and anguish. 
They use hypnosis and mind control. They are an intelligent aggressive reptilian species of the MA. 

Weapons of Ritual (primary) 
Paten, sword, wand, and chalice represents one of 
the four elements of earth, air, fire and water.
Paten (pentacle) is a disc, altar consecration tool with 
a sigil or magical symbol engraved or inscribed upon 
it. The most common symbol is a pentagram within a 
circle, specifically a pentacle. Other symbols include 
the triquetra. The disc symbolizes the element of 
earth. It is typically used to represent the element of 
Earth during evocation, a symbol which blesses items 
and energizes that which is placed upon it. It is used 
as a magic ritual. 
Sword (knife) are commonly referred to as an 
athame. They are often used in ritual ceremony. They 
are associated with the element of fire. In the Golden 
Dawn traditions with air. The athame is traditionally 
black-handled, usually inscribed (sometimes in the 
Theban alphabet). It directs energy for the casting 
of magic circles, controlling of spirits and other ritual 
intent. In ceremony it is not used to draw blood. If it is 
the weapon is tainted and must be destroyed.




